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JCM Latest Software Listing

The list of JCM bill validator software provided herein notifies
customers of the latest versions developed. However, the listing
does not identify versions approved by gaming jurisdictional
authorities for actual use. Customers should consult JCM’s
Customer Service/Parts Sales departments concerning approved
versions for jurisdictions of intended use.

Next time you’re surfing the net, make sure to
visit our improved website featuring technical
information, a photo parts catalog, and online
form ordering of parts, repair service, and more.

Parts are Parts

Part No. 051992
Description: Gear Arm Unit, U-PH-06

Usage: This gear arm unit is used on the DBV-
14X and DBV-200 SS style transports only. This
gear drives the cash box stacking mechanism.

Note: The plastic gears on this unit can be broken
when the transport is improperly inserted or
removed. Press down the extraction lever during
transport removal, disengaging the gear arm unit
from the cash box. The extraction lever should
remain in the down position during transport
insertion to prevent damage to the teeth. While
performing normal preventative maintenance, it is
important to see if teeth are missing on the gears,
because missing teeth can cause a timing or
stacking error.
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SENTRYTM is the latest product released by JCM. SENTRY is a smart bill entry with
LED icons displaying up to six acceptable denominations plus barcode and last bill entry.
There are also five error icons and a cashbox full indicator. Easy to retrofit to your
machines, SENTRY offers features appealing to both players and operators. Contact your
local JCM sales representative for additional information.

NOW AVAILABLE for select WMS, Atronic, Summit, CDS, & VLC Machines!



JCM American Corporation
925 Pilot Road
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Telephone: (702) 651-0000
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Customer Notifications/Tech Tips
SECOND NOTICE

FREE REGIONAL TRAINING
Give your techs the tools they need
to keep your customers happy and
your equipment running at peak
efficiency.

June Ledyard, CT
July Bossier City, LA
July Atlantic City, NJ
August New Mexico

Call for reservations 800-683-7248

JCM and SENTRY are either registered trademarks or trademarks of JCM American. All other product names mentioned
 herein may be registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies. Furthermore, TM and  are not mentioned in each case in this publication

Product: DBV-200 units

Occurance: Rare

Mandatory upgrade: None required

Issue: During the manufacturing process, the DBV-200 units’ optical lenses are compression-
fitted in place. It is possible for the lenses to be displaced during  cleaning or clearing a bill jam.
This displacement would cause the following condition:

Error conditions 7 and 14 will increase because the lens functions as a prism. As the sensor light
passes through the lens, it is partially refracted, causing improper passage.

Resolution: The lenses can be pushed back into proper positions by disassembling the DBV-200
head and resetting the lenses. The procedure will take approximately 3 minutes for the top shelf
lenses, and approximately 10 minutes for the bottom shelf lenses.
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